Pregis Easypack® GeoTerra™ is a sustainable paper-based packaging solution, which provides light cushioning and interleaving protection. It is ideal for brands that want to protect their products while offering customers a curbside recyclable solution.

The lattice structure of GeoTerra paper is activated when the packer pulls material from the dispenser. The GeoTerra pattern nests together locking products into place, providing 6-sided protection that holds without tape. The compact, space saving design helps maximize workstation utilization and minimize storage requirements.

**BENEFITS**

**PRODUCT PROTECTION**
- GeoTerra expands when dispensed forming a lattice structure that provides a protective cushioning or interleaving solution for fragile products
- Pattern nests together locking products into place, providing 6-sided protection that doesn’t require added time and materials for taping

**SUSTAINABILITY**
- Curbside recyclable

**PACKER CENTRIC**
- Dispenser with easy tension adjustment for quick pull, tear and pack motion
- Strength of the paper instills pack confidence and efficiency
- Lightweight rolls are easily loaded with no set up; box dispenser option available

**CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE**
- Convenient curbside recycling
- Unboxing that WOWs! consumers with protected good and expandable honeycomb pattern

Part of a complete family of paper packaging solutions from Pregis!